
Trilite GRP Rooflight Panelling

North Elevation (Rear)

Euroclad Euroseam Standing

Seam cladding to roof with natural

stucco embossed finish, with ppc

aluminium soffit and fascia.

Rainwater pipes

shown as

dashed lines

Pedestrian access / fire

escape. EOD to inside.

Roller shutter door,

colour grey/blue

Alpolic flush cladding panels by

Euroclad, with sealed joints.

(colour RAL 7031- Grey/ Blue)

Euroclad Elite System 60:

half-round profile cladding.

(colour RAL 7038- Grey

finish)

PPC aluminium louvred

panel to match cladding

Concrete

retaining wall

South Elevation (Front)

Brickwork to

underside of

cladding

FFL = 93.313m

FFL = 93.313m

FFL = 93.412m

FFL = 93.412m

OGL = 93.129m

OGL = 92.627m

1. Verifying Dimensions.
The contractor shall verify dimensions against such other drawings or site conditions
as pertain to this part of the work.

2. Existing Services.
Any information concerning the location of existing services indicated on this drawing
is intended for general guidance only.  It shall be the responsibility of the contractor to
determine and verify the exact horizontal and vertical alignment of all cables, pipes,
etc. (both underground and overhead) before work commences.

3. Issue of Drawings.
Hard copies, dwf and pdf will form a controlled issue of the drawing. All other formats
(dwg, dxf etc.) are deemed to be an uncontrolled issue and any work carried out
based on these files is at the recipients own risk. RPS will not accept any
responsibility for any errors arising from the use of these files, either by human error
by the recipient,  listing of un-dimensioned measurements, compatibility issues with
the recipient's software, and any errors arising when these files are used to aid the
recipients drawing production, or setting out on site.
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G Cope Planning

D

CJ JB 12/10/2021

B Change building dimensions JB 24/09/21

C Move vents and add lighting JB 06/10/21

D Addition of concrete upstand JB 12/10/21
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